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Bag Adapter & Closed Bag Installation
on any SilentMaster, ModernDay, or Flo-Master

What’s the Difference?
The benefit of MD’s open-top HyperFlow® filtration bag is 
multiple intakes can converge into one filter without any air re-
strictions. Converting to a Closed Microfilter Bag eliminates all 
but one of the three intake points (including the utility valve) but 
allows simpler containment of the debris when replacing a full 
bag with a new clean bag. The closed bag system has slightly 
less capacity, a bit more air restriction, but finer filtration.

What’s Required
Some models come with the closed bag parts otherwise they 
can be bought separately in a kit. A closed bag conversion is 
only possible if one of the top debris intakes is being used, not 
both. Once converted to a closed bag the utility valve on the 
front of the unit cannot be used otherwise debris would bypass 
the filtration system and void the warranty.

How to Change to a Closed Bag
A. Remove open top paper bag but keep the cloth support in 

place (photo 1). 
B. Remove the PVC connection from the power unit by sliding 

the unit on its bracket in the opposite direction. 
C. Slide gasket over narrow end of #726M Bag Adapter then 

insert from inside the unit and through the metal neck until 
it “clicks” (photo 2). Point the adapter down into the cloth 
support. 

D. Push new Microfilter Closed Bag Part #723MF-5 on the 
pipe adapter until the rubber neck passes the “teeth” of Bag 
Adapter (photo 3).

E. Reconnect PVC connection to metal neck (photo 4).
F. Insert the included red cap into utility valve (photo 5).
G.Replace lid on Power Unit. 

To change a full closed bag simply slide the bag off the adapter 
and insert a new closed bag on to the adapter.
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#723MF-5 Closed Microfilter Bags
#726M  Bag Adapter
#514UVP Utility Valve Plug
#723CK  Kit: Bags, Adapter, Plug
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